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Abstract  

 

This thesis study how hair affects frequencies between 1-10 kHz at different angles of 

azimuth, in the horizontal plane, when using an artificial head as a model. The azimuth varied 

from -30º to +180º in steps of 15 degrees. The experiment was conducted in an anechoic 

chamber. Artificial hair samples were selected after the amount of curliness and divided into 

groups. The results showed that the level was decreased with 1-8 dB at +0º azimuth. At +/-30º 

azimuth major notches appeared around 7 kHz. At +75º azimuth the largest decrease between 

artificial head with hair and without hair is observed between 1,7-3,3 kHz. Several new 

notches appear between 5-10 kHz for all hair samples when changing the azimuth to +90º. 

The notches have a level difference up to 20 dB. The conclusion is that the level in dB is 

decreased between 1,7-10 kHz depending on azimuth. The results also indicate that the 

amount of curliness could contribute to a decrease in level at +90º azimuth. The level in dB is 

also decreased at +/-30º azimuth but not depending on the high amount of curliness.  
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Abbreviations  
 

CD = Curve Diameter meter 

HRTF = Head-Related Transfer Function 

i = Curl index 

IID = Interaural Intensity Difference  

ITD = Interaural Time Difference  

w = number of waves  
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1. Introduction  
 

The first approach on the theme of this thesis was in the autumn of 2007 when the author was 

part of a discussion with the topic; which hairstyle is preferred to have when mixing in a 

sound studio. The author had previous noticed that hair, covering the ears; tend to decrease 

the perceived level of audio, especially in the high frequencies. A search for previous research 

was done and it was found that there had not been many studies conducted in the area of how 

hair affects listening. When mixing in a sound studio the loudspeakers are positioned in the 

horizontal plane, therefore it became the most important approach of this thesis.  

 

This work will investigate in which way human hair affects the frequency content of 

incoming sound to the ear, depending on the different directions of sound in the horizontal 

plane. The practical outcome is to move towards a model that describes the influence of 

different hair types on HRTF and our hearing. This is an important factor to have in mind to 

better understand how hair and different hair affects the human hearing when mixing audio.  

 

1.1 Previous research and theories  

 

Research [1] [2] [3] [4] indicates that the length of hair has minimal effect on HRTF-

measurements and the thicker hair, the more it absorbs in high frequencies (over 2 kHz). It is 

suggested that frequencies over 5 kHz are more affected than lower frequencies since the 

wavelength of 5 kHz match the average size of a pinna. It is also suggested that the curliness 

of hair is a factor that needs to be considered in audio measurements when the affect of hair is 

investigated. Even the location of the sound source is important according to [5].  

 

There are no specific restrictions which divide human hair into specific groups for auditory 

measurements which cover various aspects like density and shapes. Hair is often described 

with absorption coefficients. If it is not possible to measure the absorption coefficients of the 

hair in mind, the harder it is to describe hair when conducting measurements. By dividing hair 

into different groups it will be easier to describe the wide concept “hair” at auditory 

measurements. Since previous research indicates that the grade/amount of curliness and hair 

thickness appear to be an important factor in HRTF measurements, it would be interesting to 

understand how hair and different level of curliness affects the human hearing.  

 

1.2 Aim and restrictions 

 

The aim of this thesis is to investigate how artificial hair affects frequency content between 1-

10 kHz in the horizontal plane, and how different grades of curliness affect incoming sound to 

the ear. The practical outcome is to move towards a model that describes how hair affects 

human hearing in mixing situations.  

 

Restriction for this thesis is to search for a way to divide hair into groups according to the 

curliness of hair. An artificial head is going to be used in measurements to measure the 

frequency response of the ears in the horizontal plane. Perception of sound and the ability to 

localize sound are not going to be investigated in this thesis. A brief section about localization 

is however needed in this work to explain the choice of pinna on the artificial head.  
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2. Background  
 

In this section necessary background from previous research is acknowledged to inform the 

reader of what has been done so far within the area of investigating the affect of hair in audio 

measurements.  

 

2.1 Acoustical measurements  

 

The prime acoustical measurements of human hair and skin were performed in the 1950’s [6] 

[7] [8] and one of the goals of these works was to better understand the Head-Related 

Transfer Function (HRTF). The research for skin impedance was conducted on human 

subjects and hair measurements were conducted on “haired” and hairless mice. Absorption 

coefficients of mice were thought to be equal to the absorption coefficients of human hair but 

research showed that it was not. Other research contributed to the fact that hair from mice or 

other animals (rat, guinea pig) could not be used as a substitute for human hair in acoustical 

measurements. Since the 50’s some research has been conducted to investigate the 

absorptions coefficients of human hair [1] and how human hair and its acoustical parameters 

affect HRTF [9].  

 

Katz [1] measured the absorption coefficients for human hair in the frequency range between 

1-6 kHz. Human hair was found to have a significant amount of acoustic absorption, while 

human skin was found to be acoustically rigid. The result from the measurements is consistent 

with observations by Treeby et. al. [2] who draw the conclusion that higher density of hair 

equals higher absorption coefficients in higher frequencies (figure 1). The measurements were 

done using a 20 mm deep sample holder. Their work also showed that length of hair has a 

little effect on the acoustical properties (such as absorption coefficients) when comparing 

samples with one another.  

 

 
Figure 1; Measured acoustical properties of human hair in a 20-mm-deep sample holder, absorption 

coefficients with varying density [2]. 

 

 

The result of length of hair is consistent with observations on HRTF by Riederer [3]. Riederer 

investigated what effect hair and different hairstyles had on HRTF and localization. It 

appeared that differences in hair thickness and curliness were most prominent which added a 

change of -5 dB in the HRTF above 2 kHz. Different hair styles and modification in length 

had minimal effect on HRTF and localization.   
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Riederer also got indications in [4] that the influence of hair (style) in HRTF measurements 

would affect higher frequencies. Suggesting that frequencies over approximately 5 kHz 

(wavelength over approximately 7 cm) would have some problems matching the average size 

of the pinna. Riederer also expected that some acoustical differences would occur in the pinna 

cavities since the hair is covering the pinna. 

 

Katz [5] investigated the individual HRTF in a computer model of a head which he included 

the impedance conditions of human hair. This was to take account of the acoustic properties 

of human hair in HRTF measurements. Katz found that hair reduce the transfer function with 

0,5-1 dB above 3 kHz when the sound source is directly left to the head (figure 2). Below 3 

kHz there was a increase of transfer function about 0,5-1,5 dB. At all the observations the left 

ear of the model was used as the receiver. By moving the sound source clockwise in the 

horizontal plane, it was clear that when the sound source was positioned at the opposite of the 

left ear (to the right) the transfer function above 3,5 kHz was not affected by the hair as much 

as the rigid head mesh (figure 3). Below 3,5 kHz the hair reduced the transfer function up to 3 

dB. Even when the sound source was positioned at the rear of the head, similar results were 

established.  

 

 

 
Figure 2; Free-field transfer functions for left ear, source directly left  

(---) Rigid head mesh (- -) Hair impedance condition [5] 
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Figure 3; Free-field transfer functions for left ear, source positioned at the right ear  

(---) Rigid head mesh (- -) Hair impedance condition [5] 

 

 

Katz also found that the effect between hair and a model without hair at the frequencies 

beginning at approximately 3-3,5 kHz, varied the transfer function up to 6 dB, depending on 

the location of the sound source. The results showed that the angle between ears and sound 

source was important.  

 

2.2 General of external ear and localization 
 

Sound is taken up by the external ear canal which is a slightly curved tube and leads to the 

eardrum (a stretch of approximately 25 mm and average diameter of 7-8 mm). The different 

pattern in the external ear affect the localization since the audio hit the pattern different for 

various people. Time differences between the two ears contribute to ability of localization. 

The visible bone structure and skin (also known as pinna) and the auditory canal (ending at 

eardrum) represent the outer ear [10] [11]. The pinna is like a sound-collecting horn guiding 

the sound into the ear canal and eardrum. The structures of the pinna; ridges and depression 

are important parts to have when locating sounds [12]. The ridges and depressions works as 

detectors for elevation, distance and azimuth; angle in the horizontal plane (figure 4) [10]. 

These structures serve as reflecting surfaces and the major depression is called concha (the 

orange area in figure 5). Furthermore the pinna is asymmetrical placed in relation to the 

opening of the ear canal. This is because the ridges and depressions help the incoming sound 

to be reflected to the ear canal and it contributes to localizing the angle of the sound. A 

changed angle make the sound wave reflect on another ridge or depression (figure 5) [12].  
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Figure 4; Detectors for elevation, distance and azimuth 

Picture of ear used from [12] 

 

 

 
Figure 5; Different angles of reflected sound [12] 

 

2.3 Head-Related-Transfer-Function (HRTF) 
 

According to [11] localization is presented when the position of a direction or distance is 

obtained related to the sound source. The localization and spatial hearing also depend on the 

sound signals that arrive in the ear canal and these signals are very sensitive for variation.  

 

HRTF portray how a sound wave is filtered by the pinna and head before it reaches the 

eardrum and the auditory system for calculation of distance and angle to the sound source 

regarding left-right and up-down directions. Interaural time difference (ITD) and Interaural 

intensity difference (IID) are two main cues for estimating spatial localization in HRTF. ITD 

is the difference in arrival time for a wavefront of a sound at the left and right ears (figure 6). 
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IID is the difference in amplitude between the two ears (figure 7). These parameters are 

important for the perception of sound in the horizontal plane. If the wavefront arrives to i.e. 

the left ear at first, it follows by the assumption that the sound source is closer to that ear.  

 

ITD is important and used when perceiving sinusoids up to 1500 Hz. The frequencies around 

1500 Hz are comparable in wavelength to the human head. This makes it difficult for ITD to 

determine the azimuth in the horizontal plane since ITD correspond to larger phase difference 

than the one present at 1500 Hz. 

 

For frequencies above 1500 Hz are the IID mainly used. I.e. if the sound comes from the 

right, the left ear will be shadowed by the head and less sound energy will arrive to the left 

ear. The intensity difference that appears, between the ears, will then determine the 

localization of sound in the horizontal plane.  

 

For the description of different angles regarding azimuth and elevation (figure 8) where; the 

positive side (+) indicate the right side in the horizontal plane and the negative side (-) 

indicate the left side. The positive side (+) in the median plane indicate high elevation and the 

negative side (-) indicate low elevation (below the ears). Both azimuth and elevation are 

measured in degrees [13].  

 
Figure 6; Perceived ITD [13] 
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Figure 7; Perceived IID [13] 

 

 

 
Figure 8; Angles for azimuth and elevation [13] 

 

2.3.1 Sound sources in the horizontal plane  
 

Sound sources from behind the head usually reduce the response of high frequencies in both 

ears when compared with having a sound source in front of the subject [11].  

 

2.3.2 Artificial Head  
 

Work on evaluation of artificial heads in listening test [14] showed that an artificial head is 

best used as a model for a human head, as long as the used head’s geometry match the 

average listener. The head’s pinna can be both anatomical correct and simplified, but it is 

most important that the concha is relatively anatomically correct since previous research [15] 

has shown that the concha is the most active part when the sound source is in the horizontal 

plane and up.  
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2.3.3 Measurements with an artificial head in the horizontal plane  

 

When conducting measurements with an artificial head, a turntable with specified degrees can 

be used when a sound source is placed around the artificial head [4] [15]. This is a good way 

to move the head around to given angles, without too much interference with the equipment 

setup.  

 

2.4 MLS (Maximum Length Sequence)  

 
The MLS is a wide band noise signal and it is used to analyze linear systems to recover the 

impulse response of a device. It can therefore be used as time based analysis. The frequency 

information is calculated from the Fast Fourier Transform of the impulse responses. The 

signal is well suited for recover the response of a loudspeaker [16]. A MLS signal was used in 

the measurements in [15] to compensate for the acoustic delay between microphone and 

loudspeaker.  

 

2.5 Hair types  

 
According to [17] the human hair can be divided into eight main groups, when looking at 

curliness, without looking at geographical origin of humans (figure 9). Hair has previously 

been divided into only three groups; African, Asian and Caucasian. These groups are too large 

when considering the amount of variations within the three groups. This research was 

performed by the L’Oréal Research in France and the L’Oréal Institute for Ethnic Hair and 

Skin Research in Chicago. The goal for this study was to clarify hair types according to 

different shapes of hair.  

 

 
Figure 9; Hair types [17] 

 

In this research, samples of hair from three different parts of the human head (top of head, 

temples and neck) were taken and measured to 6 cm from the root. The parameters to be 

analyzed on the samples were curve diameter (CD), curl index (i) and the highest number of 

waves (w). The CD meter was developed by Bailey and Schliebe [18] and it is “a transparent 

template made up of concentric arcs of increasing diameter” (figure 10). The results showed 

that the first four groups of hair were distinguished after values of CD. The other four types of 

hair were divided into groups by the combination of i and w (table 1).  
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Figure 10; Curve Diameter (CD) meter [17] 

 

To evaluate the different samples of hair; two glass plates, plastic tape, a CD meter (figure 

10), a curl meter and a ruler were used. The hair sample (of 6 cm) was placed between the two 

glass plates and examined with the CD meter. If the sample fit in the small circle then the 

sample qualify to group 5-8. If it does not fit in the small circle it qualifies to group 1-4. 

Group 1 portrays straight hair, group 8 portrays extremely curly hair and the groups in-

between have various degrees of curliness (figure 7).  

 

To decide whether the samples belong to group 5-8, the curl meter is used (figure 11). It is a 

circle with a diameter of 0,98 cm and it is placed on a glass plate to distinguish if the sample 

fits within the circle. The last step is to count the number of waves of the sample (figure 12). 

This is done using the tape to hold the sample straight and the length is measured to 4 cm. 

Based on the results from the curl meter and the number of waves, the group 5-8 can be 

defined as followed in table 1.  

 

 
Figure 11; Curl meter [17] 

 

 
Figure 12; Number of waves [17] 
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Table 1; Definition of hair types (group 5-8) 

 
 Curl Meter Number of waves 

Group 5 Whole sample is not included in CM 1-3 per sample 

Group 6 Whole sample is not included in CM 4 or more per sample 

Group 7 Whole sample is included in CM 1-5 per sample  

Group 8 Whole sample is included in CM 6 or more per sample 

 

3. Research question  
 

Based on previous research there is necessary to find out how different hair affects the human 

auditory system and move towards a model that describes how hair affects human hearing, 

especially in mixing situations. The stated research question for this thesis is narrowed down 

to;  

 

- How do artificial hair and its amount of curliness affect the frequency response of the ears 

between 1-10 kHz in the horizontal plane, using an artificial head as a model? 

 

4. Method  

 
This section describes how the measurements were conducted and also how hair samples were 

chosen and incorporated in the measurements.  
 

4.1 Equipment and calibration of equipment  

 
The equipment that was used during the measurements can be seen in table 2. For the 

equipment setup see figure 13 and 14. For a picture from the measurements see appendix A.  

 

First the microphone was place on the turntable (reason explained in section 2.3.3) and aimed 

at the front of the loudspeaker with a distance of 2 meter. A MLS noise was played thru the 

loudspeaker and measured with the microphone. This was done to find out the frequency 

response of the loudspeaker. The head was then placed on the turntable and adjusted so the 

center of the head was placed where the microphone was. The frequency response of the 

loudspeaker was then compensated in the CLIO software.  
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Table 2; Equipment used for measurements  

 

Equipment Model Specification 

Loudspeaker Canton Plus XS 4-8 Ohm 

    40/70 W 

Electret microphone MIC-01 Sensitivity: 16,6 mV/Pa 

  
Polarization voltage: 8,2 V 

    Load impedance: 5,6 kOhm 

Amplifier Proson stereo receiver Amplifier RV2040   

CLIO CLIO win 7   

Turntable Outline ET2   

Artificial Head Head Acoustics HMS III digital   

Microphone Amplifier Head Acoustics HMS III 1306 BEQI   

Headphone Amplifier Head Acoustics HPS IV 2482 PEQ IV   

  

 

 
Figure 13; Measurement electret microphone 

 

 
Figure 14; Measurement with artificial head 

 

4.2 Preliminary measurements in anechoic chamber  

 

The test measurements were conducted in an anechoic chamber at the Department of Human 

Work Sciences at Luleå University of Technology. The test measurements were performed 

with the intention to try out the equipment and to conduct a pre-test to investigate if the was 

any noticeable difference when measuring a signal with and without a wig on the artificial 

head.  
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The equipment was calibrated and the artificial head (Head Acoustics HMS III) was used as the 

receiver. This artificial head did not have anatomical correct ears. As previous research has 

shown; the horizontal plane is not dependent on the elevation detectors of the pinna as much 

as the vertical plane. The author then decided to go with the artificial head that did not have 

anatomical correct ears.  

 

The measurements were done using the artificial head with microphones in the ear canal. The 

head was placed on a rotating device (turntable) that could rotate 360 degrees and it had 

markers for every fifth degree between zero and 360 degrees. The microphones were 

connected to a pre-amp and to CLIO. Every 15
th

 degree was measured between -30º to +180º 

azimuth with the MLS noise. After the measurements a wig was place on the head and the 

measurements was done again.  

 

4.2.1 Results of preliminary measurements  

 

When comparing the results a noticeable difference between the artificial head and the 

artificial head with the wig was seen in the area between 3-6 kHz. The level was decreased 

with approximately 1-5 dB when the head was wearing the wig. This was especially noticed 

when the front of the head was faced away from the loudspeaker.  

 

4.3 Selecting hair samples  

 
With assistance from the make-up artist at the theater “Norrbottensteatern” in Luleå, Sweden, 

hair (wigs) were selected. When selecting the samples, they had to fit to the artificial head, 

which was measured to 59 cm from ear to ear. This limited the numbers of possible samples 

since most of the wigs were too small.  

 

4.3.1 Samples of hair 

 

Two samples of non-curly hair and two samples of the curliest hair were chosen for the 

measurements. The wigs that were chosen were made of fake hair because the lack of wigs 

with real human hair and the theater policy not to let out wigs with human hair to people 

without education within the area.  

 

4.3.2 Dividing hair samples into groups of curliness 

 

Next step was to organize the samples into groups, using the method of [17]. Since the wigs 

were let from the theater, samples from the wigs were taken from hair that came off naturally. 

Three hair samples of 6 cm from each wig (color red, black, white and blonde) were used to 

determine the shape and amount of curliness. This was done using the CD meter, Curl meter 

and calculating the number of waves. The result is showed in table 3.  
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Table 3; Samples divided into groups of curliness 

 

  Group 
1 

Group 
2 

Group 
3 

Group 
4 

Group 
5 

Group 
6 

Group 
7 

Group 
8 

Black sample   X             

Red sample   X             

White sample       X         

Blonde sample         X       
 

 

The black and the red sample were categorized in the second group of curliness (Group 2). 

The white sample was categorized in the fourth group of curliness (Group 4). The blonde 

sample was categorized in the fifth group (Group 5) since the whole sample was not included 

in the curl meter and the number of waves was counted to three. The samples are illustrated in 

figure 15.  

 

 

 
Figure 15; Hair sample divided in curliness groups using a Curve Diameter 

 

4.4 Measurements in anechoic chamber  

 

The significant measurements were conducted in the same anechoic chamber at the 

Department of Human Work Sciences at Luleå University of Technology. The artificial head 

with non-anatomical correct ears (Head Acoustics HMS III) was used for the measurements and 

the same equipment and setup used in the preliminary test was used. In these measurements 

the four hair sample were incorporated.  

 

Each ear was measured two times (without hair sample) between +0º to +180º azimuth so a 

mean value could be calculated for each position. This step was then repeated for each hair 

sample in the following order; 

 

 Black sample adjusted on Artificial Head (AH) and measured first time 

 Sample removed 

 Black sample adjusted on AH and measured second time  
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 Sample removed 

 

 Red sample adjusted on AH and measured first time 

 Sample removed 

 Red sample adjusted on AH and measured second time  

 Sample removed 

 

 White sample adjusted on AH and measured first time 

 Sample removed 

 White sample adjusted on AH and measured second time  

 Sample removed 

 

 Blonde sample adjusted on AH and measured first time 

 Sample removed 

 Blonde sample adjusted on AH and measured second time  

 Sample removed 

 

 An amount of time was taken to adjust the samples on the artificial head so they were applied 

on the head in the same way. See Appendix B for pictures for each sample (figure 37-40).  

 

4.4.1 Data acquisition  
 

All the measured data was stored by CLIO in both .bin and .txt-files with 1024 pts per 

measurement for best accuracy of the graph.  

 

5. Results 
 
In this section the results of measurements in the anechoic chamber are given and illustrated 

in frequency diagrams between 1 – 10 kHz (figure 16-31). The angles that are being 

illustrated is +0º, +/-30º, +75º and +90º azimuth. The two latter angles are extremes where big 

differences occur. The samples are always compared in the diagrams with the results of the 

artificial head without artificial hair.  

 

5.1 Results of measurements in anechoic chamber  

 

The measurements were done between -30º to +180º azimuth and value +0º represent the 

artificial head facing the sound source. The value +180º represents the artificial head facing 

away from the sound source. The measurement diagram for microphone measurement and 

compensation for loudspeaker can be seen in Appendix C. Value zero on all diagrams 

corresponds to 40 dBSPL.  

 

5.1.1 Measurement with black sample  

 

Measurements with the black sample are illustrated in figure 16-19.  
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Measurements with the black sample on the artificial head at +0º azimuth show a minor 

decrease in level (1-3 dB)  above 3 kHz (figure 16).  

 

 
Figure 16; Artificial head (A) and black sample (B) at +0º azimuth 

 

 

Measurements at +/-30º azimuth illustrate a decrease of 1-2 dB between 3 kHz and 

approximately 7 kHz (figure 17).  

 
Figure 17; Artificial head (A) and black sample (B) at +/- 30º azimuth 

 

 

At +75º azimuth a notch appears just above 3 kHz and from this frequency to approximately 

6-7 kHz the hair does not affect the level as much as the artificial head itself (figure 18).  

 

B 

A 

A 

B 
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Figure 18; Artificial head (A) and black sample (B) at +75º azimuth 

 

 

At +90º azimuth several new notches appear, around 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9,5 kHz (figure 19).  

 
Figure 19; Artificial head (A) and black sample (B) at +90º azimuth 

 

5.1.2 Measurement with red sample  

 

Measurements with the red sample are illustrated in figure 20-23.  

 

Measurements with the red sample on the artificial head at +0º azimuth also show a minor 

decrease in level, between 1-3 dB above 3 kHz. Between 6-8 kHz the difference is increased 

to 3-6 dB (figure 20).  

A 

B 

A 

B 
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Figure 20; Artificial head (A) and red sample (C) at +0º azimuth 

 

 

At +/- 30º azimuth the red sample drops with 1-4 dB in level from approximately 3 kHz and 

continues to approximately 7,5 kHz. No new notches are present but the two distinctive 

notches around 7 kHz are decreased in level up to 10 dB (figure 21).  

 

 
Figure 21; Artificial head (A) and red sample (C) at +/- 30º azimuth 

 

 

At +75º azimuth a notch appears even hear just above 3 kHz and from this frequency to 

approx. 5 kHz the hair does not affect the level as much as the artificial head itself (figure 22).  

 

C 

A 

C 

A 
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Figure 22; Artificial head (A) and red sample (C) at +75º azimuth 

 

 

At +90º azimuth several new notches appear even hear, around 5, 6, 8 and 9 kHz (figure 23).  

 
Figure 23; Artificial head (A) and red sample (C) at +90º azimuth 

 

5.1.3 Measurement with white sample  

 

Measurements with the white sample are illustrated in figure 24-27.  

 

Measurements with the white sample on the artificial head at +0º azimuth show similar results 

like the red sample. A minor decrease in level (1-3 dB) above 3 kHz and a 3-6 dB decrease 

between 6-8 kHz (figure 24).  

A 

C 

C 

A 
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Figure 24; Artificial head (A) and white sample (D) at +0º azimuth 

 

 

At +/- 30º azimuth, a decrease in level about 1-5 dB occurs between 3-8 kHz. The notches 

around 7 kHz are decreased in level with approx. 5 dB when comparing the white sample to 

the artificial head (figure 25).  

 

 
Figure 25; Artificial head (A) and white sample (D) at +/- 30º azimuth 

 

 

When turning the artificial head +75º azimuth, a notch appears just above 3 kHz. Between 3 

kHz and approximately 5,5 kHz it appear that the white sample does not affect the level as 

much as the artificial head itself (figure 26).  
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Figure 26; Artificial head (A) and white sample (D) at +75º azimuth 

 

 

At +90º azimuth several new notches appear around 5, 7 and 9,5 kHz (figure 27).  

 

 
Figure 27; Artificial head (A) and white sample (D) at +90º azimuth 

 

5.1.4 Measurement with blonde sample  
 

Measurements with the blonde sample are illustrated in figure 28-31.  

 

Measurements with the blonde sample on the artificial head at +0º azimuth show similar 

results like the other samples. The decrease in decibel is lower overall, approximately 1 dB 

above 3 kHz and a 2-6 dB between 5-8,5 kHz (figure 28).  
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Figure 28; Artificial head (A) and blonde sample (E) at +0º azimuth 

 

 

At +/- 30º azimuth a decrease in level (1-3 dB) occurs between 3-7,5 kHz. The existing 

notches around 7 kHz are decreased with 3-7 dB (figure 29).  

 

 
Figure 29; Artificial head (A) and blonde sample (E) at +/- 30º azimuth 

 

 

At +75º azimuth a decrease in dB is about 1-8 dB from approx. 1 kHz to 3,3 kHz. From 3,3 

kHz the blonde sample doesn’t have a decreasing affect in dB when compared to the artificial 

head (figure 30).  
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Figure 30; Artificial head (A) and blonde sample (E) at +75º azimuth 

 

 

At +90º azimuth several new notches appear around 5, 6, 8 and 9,5 kHz with a decrease in 

level up to 20 dB (figure 31).  

 

 
Figure 31; Artificial head (A) and blonde sample (E) at +90º azimuth 

 

 

6. Analysis  
 

Here the analysis of the diagram in previous section is analyzed.  

 

6.1 Measurements of black sample vs. artificial head  

 

The level (in dB) at +0º azimuth is lowered by 1-3 dB between approximately 3 kHz and 8,5 

kHz when the black sample is compared with the artificial head. When the sound source is 

positioned at +/- 30º azimuth the level has only been lowered by 1-2 dB between approx. 3 
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kHz and 5,5 kHz. At +75º azimuth a level difference occur earlier in frequency, around 1,7 

kHz, for the black sample. The lower level continues up to about 3,3 kHz where a distinctive 

notch appears. Thereafter the level of the black sample rise to approx. 6 kHz creating a 

difference of 1-7 dB where the black sample gets higher levels than the artificial head. When 

increasing the angle to +90º azimuth the level of the black sample drops from between 2 kHz 

to 6 kHz and a notch appear at 5 kHz. Between 7-10 kHz the level also decreases about 10 dB 

and a very distinctive notch is seen around 8 kHz (figure 32).  

 
Figure 32; Artificial head (A) and black sample (B) at +90º azimuth 

 

6.2 Measurements of red sample vs. artificial head  

 

The red sample show similar results as the black sample at +0º azimuth; a decrease about 1-6 

dB between 3-8,5 kHz and the maximum drop is located around 8,5 kHz. At +/- 30º azimuth 

the drop in level (1-4 dB) starts from 3 kHz and continues to approx. 7,5 kHz. The two 

existing notches around 7 kHz are decreased up to 10 dB (figure 33). This is interesting to 

compare to the black sample at the same azimuth since both samples belongs to the same 

group of curliness (group 2). The notches around 7 kHz are larger in level for the red sample 

and this could be a result of different hair thickness and/or length (appendix B). The level at 

+75º azimuth look a lot like of the results of the black sample plus a level variation between 

7-9 kHz. When increasing the azimuth to +90º azimuth notches appear between 4-5, 6, 8 and 

9 kHz. The level difference is noted as much as almost 20 dB for some frequencies around 5 

kHz and 8 kHz.  
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Figure 33; Artificial head (A) and red sample (C) at +/- 30º azimuth 

 

6.3 Measurements of white sample vs. artificial head 

 

Even the results of the white sample show a decrease in dB in the high frequencies. Here 

about 1-7 dB at approximately between 2,5 kHz and 9 kHz. When the sound source is located 

at +/- 30º azimuth, a decrease in 1-4 dB occurs between 3-8 kHz. At +75º azimuth the pattern 

is similar to the results of the black sample at the same azimuth, but here the notch at 3 kHz is 

more distinctive. At +90º azimuth there is also a notch at 5 kHz and a very clear notch 

between 7-7,5 kHz compared to the black and red sample (figure 34).  

 
Figure 34; Artificial head (A) and white sample (D) at +90º azimuth 

 

6.4 Measurements of blonde sample vs. artificial head 

 

The blonde sample show a decrease of 1-7 dB between 3-8,5 kHz, and the major decrease in 

dB is located around 8 kHz at +0º azimuth. Just a few dB (1-3 dB) is decreased between 3-8 

kHz when the angle is changed to +30º azimuth. At the +75º azimuth the decrease in dB is 
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about 1-8 dB from above 1 kHz to 3,3 kHz. From this frequency the blonde sample doesn’t 

have a decreasing affect in dB when compared to the artificial head (similar to all 

measurements at this azimuth). The distinctive notch that has appeared above 3 kHz for the 

other samples doesn’t appear in same amount here. The notch at 5 kHz at +90º azimuth is the 

most distinctive for all the measurements at this azimuth, about 20 dB. Notches just below 6 

kHz, around 8 kHz and between 9-10 kHz are very clear in the diagram which indicates that 

hair really have an impact on these frequencies (figure 35).  

 
Figure 35; Artificial head (A) and blonde sample (E) at +90º azimuth 

 

6.5 Summary of analysis  

 

Overall the level is changed by the hair samples at +0º azimuth with 1-8 dB between 3 kHz 

and 8,5 kHz. At +/- 30º azimuth the level is only decreased when comparing the samples to 

the artificial head, no new notches appears. At +75º azimuth the results for all the 

measurements were comparable to the measurements from Katz [5]. In his model the transfer 

function above 3,5 kHz was not affected by the hair as much as the rigid head mesh. Below 

3,5 kHz the hair reduced the transfer function up to 3 dB. The measurements for all hair 

samples show similar results at this azimuth; the major affect is between 1,7-3,3 kHz.  

 

When increasing the azimuth to +90º, several new notches occurs between 5-10 kHz for all 

hair samples. Especially in the blonde sample which has a notch of approximately 20 dB at 5 

kHz. This is the sample that has the highest amount of curliness of all the samples.  

 

7. Discussion  
 

The following section discusses the chosen method and alternative ones, given results, 

analysis and validity of this work.  

7.1 Method  

 

The method used in the measurements has been applied by researchers in previous 

experiments when conducting measurements with artificial heads. It appeared to be a good 

way to conduct measurements of this type so it was incorporated in the measurements of this 
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thesis. Another approach could have been to replace the artificial head with real people who 

had microphones put in their ear canals. This would have generated an ideal situation for 

measurements, but this approach would have made the test harder to carry out since the test 

subject would have needed to sit very still.  

7.2 Results and analysis 

 

From the results and analysis one can see that hair has an impact on incoming frequencies to 

the ear, especially between approximately 3-8,5 kHz at +0º azimuth. It is known that shorter 

wavelengths have difficulties to go around an obstacle bigger than itself. High frequencies 

(over 5 kHz) have shorter wavelengths than an average pinna (7 cm). When hair is placed 

over the pinna short wavelengths will have some difficulties to arrive at the ear canal since the 

wavelengths of frequencies over 5 kHz are smaller than the obstacle (hair). Therefore it is 

plausible that these frequencies (3-8,5 kHz) are decreased in level because of the hairs 

placement over the pinna.  

 

Comparison between the artificial head and each sample shows that the red and white samples 

have the major difference in dB (1-7 dB and 1-8 dB) at +0º azimuth between 3-7 kHz. 

Therefore is cannot be confirmed that the level of curliness has a key role at the angle +0º 

azimuth since the red sample had relatively straight hair (group 2)  and the white sample had 

curlier hair (group 4).  

 

At the position of loudspeakers in a mixing situation (+/-30º azimuth) the hair decreases the 

level between 3-8 kHz and distinctive notches at 7 kHz appear. The maximum difference 

occurs when comparing the artificial head and the red sample and this means that curliness 

doesn’t have an important function at this azimuth.  

 

When increasing the angle to +75º azimuth the frequencies between 1,7-3,3 kHz are more 

affected than the other ones. A notch at 3,3 kHz is in particularly interesting because over this 

frequency the level don’t get reduced. This is frequent for all measured samples. This azimuth 

is not crucial in a mixing situation but it shows how hair affects the frequencies in this area. 

An interesting approach would be to observe how these frequencies would be perceived 

perceptually.  

 

At +90º azimuth the frequencies around 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 kHz are being decreased in dB 

(except 7 kHz; red sample). This means that these frequencies are easily affected by hair. I.e. 

when comparing the red and white sample one can see that the white sample has a very wide 

notch at 7 kHz and the red sample has not. This indicate that different hair affect different 

frequencies, one type of hair affect a frequency band a lot and another type doesn’t. This 

affects the sound acoustically and probably perceptual too.  

 

I.e. when a mixing engineer doesn’t have an accurate frequency response because of his/her 

hair and especially different hair, it could affect the sound mix negatively if it depends on 

what type of hair the mixing engineer has. The notches, in this experiment, that has appeared 

around different frequencies might affect the panorama of sound. The following question is 

then if the listener must have the same type of hair to perceive the sound as the engineer?  
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7.3 Validity  

 

The method applied in this thesis has been used by other researchers with fine results. The 

method didn’t appear to have a negative effect on the measurements conducted in this 

research. The hair used in this thesis was artificial hair (fake hair) but the hair was comparable 

to human hair and therefore the results from the measurements should be similar to 

measurements with real hair. The results can be used as a demonstration for how frequencies 

are affected by hair. High frequencies should be affected in a similar pattern if the artificial 

hair is replaced with human hair.  

 

8. Conclusions 
 

As a result, artificial hair has an effect on the frequency response of the ears between 1-10 

kHz in the horizontal plane. According to the measurements hair decrease the level up to 20 

dB between approximately 1,7-10 kHz depending on azimuth. The high amount of curliness 

affects the level at frequencies like 7 kHz, mainly at +90º azimuth. The level in dB is also 

decreased at +/-30º azimuth but not depending on the high amount of curliness.  

 

9. Further work 
 

To take this research a step further is to investigate how anatomical correct ears on an 

artificial head affect a similar test, or perform a test with human subjects wearing wigs.  

 

A further step is to measure the affect of real hair.  

 

Another interesting aspect would be to investigate different densities and length of hair. How 

they would affect frequencies in a mixing situation.  
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Appendix A – Picture from measurements  

 

 
Figure 36; Picture of equipment setup in the anechoic chamber  
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Appendix B – Hair sample 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 37; Black hair sample        Figure 38; Red hair sample  

 

 

 
 Figure 39; White hair sample                Figure 40; Blonde hair sample  
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Appendix C – Measurement plots  
 

 
Figure 41; Measuring with microphone in anechoic chamber 

 

 
Figure 42; Compensation for loudspeaker in anechoic chamber  




